dearest friends and trouble thrown in, maybe, with the Police. As things
are. But, millions of consciences like yours and mine, likewise uneasy,
struggling against what seems so unnecessarily stupid, so utterly inferior,
are essential to the life of any honest country wherein Democracy may be,
after all, only that 'state of unhappy consciousness', which Hegel said it was.
But no! I have a better right to stay here dissatisfied out loud than you
have to stay down there in Oklahoma satisfied out louder just because you
happen to own a newspaper or something, Richard.
If this country of ours (it is one of God's many good countries, either
won—self-baptized in our name by our own blood—or inherited, stolen,
or bought, isn't it?) were incurably lame, halt or blind, the Cousin
Richards of these States might be all right. To criticize would then be only
cruel. But I don't think this country is incurably lame, halt or blind. At
least, the people in it are not while I belong here and love the belonging
as well as I do: loving the country not so much for what it is—no, but
more for what it meant to be and for what a good many of us still hope it
is going to be. I know, with good enough reason now, there are many
loving it just the way I love it: a love that means eventually, if not soon, a
true democratic form not only for our buildings, but for the appropriate
lives we will live in them, and even the cultivation of the ground on which
they shall stand.
Meantime, in any sound—that is to say honest—Democracy, Peace or
War, true discretion from now forward consists in the resolve to speak and
act the living Truth where it concerns us as we honestly understand it and
squarely face the consequences of so acting and speaking, gentle reader or
reader ungentle. If we do make a general practice of such wise honesty
freely, then I am sure there are enough among us with sufficiently de-
veloped intelligences to find the true social, economic (and therefore truly
architectural} form normal to the culture of such Freedom as we profess.
That Freedom is now the new Integrity not alone in this Nation but in all
the world. We will call it, hereinafter, the new Reality.
But we are in great danger of entirely running out of ideas concerning
the very simple but startling idea of human freedom we once professed,
because we who ran away from the 'old country* and came over here for
safety, scared out of our native wits, now run back to the mother country
for safety, waving not our own flag but an ism.
The Lloyd-Joneses were all handsome folk. But my mother and my
maiden aunts, Aunt Nell and Aunt Jane, were, I think, the handsomest
of the ten. Their five brothers, shaggy-maned, bearded, patriarchal, hand-
some. Four of the five: James, Enos, John and Jenkin, happening into
Madison one fine day were driving along in an open rig on University
Avenue (two of them were University regents) when someone shouted
from the sidewalk—* Where are the other eight?'
The neighbouring uncles all called the Lloyd-Jones sisters 'the girls'
and the boys and girls all called them Aunt Nell and Aunt Jenny. The two
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